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The Smile of a Ghost 2012-04-01 the parish priest must solve the mystery of a young boy s
deathly fall from the ludlow castle ruins and discovers a hidden obsession with the afterlife amongst
the ancient streets compassionate original and sharply contemporary rickman s crime series is one
of the best around spectator in the affluent historic town of ludlow a teenage boy dies in a fall from
the castle ruins accident or suicide no great mystery so why does the boy s uncle retired detective
andy mumford turn to diocesan exorcist merrily watkins more people will die before merrily her own
future uncertain uncovers a dangerous obsession with suicide death and the afterlife hidden within
these shadowed medieval streets
The Secrets of Pain 2011-09-01 the 11th instalment in the merrily watkins series the elite warriors
of the hereford based sas know all about pain and the enduring of it syd spicer ex sas trooper has
found himself back the regiment this time as its chaplain responsible for the spiritual welfare of the
hardest men in or out of uniform faced with a case which would normally be passed discreetly to
hereford diocesan exorcist merrily watkins spicer is forced for security reasons to try and handle it
himself and is coming close to a breakdown meanwhile the scattered communities along the welsh
border have their own crisis with recession biting deep urban crime has spilled into the countryside
and old barbaric evils are revived when a wealthy landowner is hacked to death in his own farmyard
the senior investigating officer di frannie bliss is caught in the backlash his private life in danger of
exposure with the framework of her own world beginning to crack merrily watkins is persuaded to
venture into areas where neither a priest nor a woman is welcome to unearth secrets linked with the
border s pagan past secrets which she knows can never be disclosed
Curfew 2011-10-29 a standalone supernatural thriller from the author of the chilling merrily watkins
mysteries for four hundred years the curfew bell has tolled nightly from the church tower of the
small country town crybbe s only defence against the evil rising unbidden in its haunted streets radio
reporter fay morrison came to crybbe because she had no choice millionaire music tycoon max goff
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came because there was nothing left to conquer except the power of the spirit but he knew nothing
of the town s legacy of dark magic and nobody felt like telling him a phil rickman standalone novel
The Echo of Crows 2024-11-07 brilliantly eerie peter james engrossing and beautifully dark a
cracking good read jo brand a most original sleuth the times welcome to the river wye a place of
poetry historic obsession and occult murder nestled deep in the black mountains the village of
longtown is haunted by the double suicide of a lottery winner and his wife a rich londoner unaware of
the town s dark history buys the dead man s cottage in the hopes of refurbishing it then begins to
fall victim to a host of bad luck luckily ds david vaynor and merrily watkins parish priest single mum
and renowned demon exorcist are on the case more praise for phil rickman cleverly illuminates the
darkest corners of our imagination john connolly the layers the characters the humour the
spookiness perfect elly griffiths first rate crime with demons that go bump in the night daily mail no
one writes better of the shadow frontier between the supernatural and the real world bernard
cornwell
Midwinter of the Spirit 2011-06-01 few writers blend the ancient and supernatural with the modern
and criminal better than rickman guardian diocesan exorcist a job viewed by the church of england
with such extreme suspicion that they changed the name it s deliverance consultant now still it
seems no job for a woman but when the bishop offers it to merrily watkins parish priest and single
mum she s in no position to refuse it starts badly for merrily and gets no easier as an early winter
slices through the old city of hereford a body is found in the river wye an ancient church is
desecrated and signs of evil appear in the cathedral itself where the tomb of a medieval saint lies in
pieces
December 2011-10-29 a standalone supernatural thriller from the author of the chilling merrily
watkins mysteries december has the shortest days the darkest nights in the ruins of a medieval
abbey on the welsh border four young musicians start work on an album influenced by the site s
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bloody history it s december 1980 the night john lennon will be murdered in new york and there ll be
more horror before the sun rises and the session tapes are burned or are they years later moira dave
tom and simon are persuaded to return to the abbey to complete the recordings they thought had
been destroyed but the old tapes and all the darkness they contain have been restored and it s
december again a phil rickman standalone novel
The Man in the Moss 2012-09-21 a phil rickman standalone novel a supernatural thriller from the
author of the chilling merrily watkins mysteries though dead for two millennia he remains perfectly
preserved in black peat the man in the moss is one of the most fascinating finds of the century but
for the isolated pennine community of bridelow his removal is a sinister sign a danger to the ancient
spiritual tradition maintained curiously by the mothers union in the weeks approaching samhain the
celtic feast of the dead tragedy strikes again in bridelow scottish folk singer moira cairns and
american film producer mungo macbeth discover their celtic roots are deeper and darker than they
imagined and as fundamentalist zealots of both christian and satanic persuasions challenge an older
gentler faith the village faces a natural disaster unknown since the reign of henry viii gripping
throughout powerful classic stuff the times
The Lamp of the Wicked 2011-12-01 merrily must unearth the mysteries of the decaying village of
underhowle and tackle a particularly stubborn detective inspector who strays off course few writers
blend the ancient and supernatural with the modern and criminal better than rickman guardian you
re looking at his inspiration these are ones he wishes he d done the ones he wishes he d got to first
after half a century of decay the village of underhowle looked to be on the brink of a new prosperity
now instead it seems destined for notoriety as the home of a psychotic serial killer di frannie bliss of
hereford cid is convinced he knows where the bodies are buried but merrily watkins wonders if bliss
isn t blinkered by personal ambition are the underhowle deaths really linked to the legacy of fred
west and the most sickening cycle of killings in british criminal history
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Night After Night 2014-10-30 grimly sinister written with blood curdling aplomb sunday telegraph leo
defford doesn t believe in ghosts but as the head of an independent production company he does
believe in high impact tv defford hires journalist grayle underhill to research the history of knap hall
a one time tudor farmhouse that became the ultimate luxury guest house until tragedy put it back
on the market its recent history isn t conducive to a quick sale but defford isn t interested in keeping
knap hall for longer than it takes to make a reality tv show that will run night after night a house
isolated by its rural situation and its dark reputation seven people nationally known but strangers to
one another locked inside but this time big brother may not be in control a phil rickman standalone
novel
The Fever of the World 2022-06-02 brilliantly eerie peter james engrossing and beautifully dark a
cracking good read jo brand a most original sleuth the times welcome to the river wye a place of
poetry historic obsession and occult murder the curious death of an estate agent is being
investigated by detective david vaynor who before joining the police studied the famous 18th
century poet william wordsworth as vaynor is discovering the dark paganism that changed
wordsworth s life still lingers on the banks of the river wye today and there are some killings even
the police can t approach enter merrily watkins parish priest single mum and diocesan exorcist for
hereford called away from her local hauntings merrily finds herself confronting the riverside ghosts
who as wordsworth puts it promote ill purposes and flatter foul desires in the ancient heart of the
wye valley a buried grudge is about to come to light book 16 in the merrily watkins series now a
critically acclaimed itv drama starring anna maxwell martin more praise for phil rickman cleverly
illuminates the darkest corners of our imagination john connolly the layers the characters the
humour the spookiness perfect elly griffiths first rate crime with demons that go bump in the night
daily mail no one writes better of the shadow frontier between the supernatural and the real world
bernard cornwell
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The Cure of Souls 2011-10-01 a school girl possessed by evil spirits and a savage murder merrily is
once again drawn into the deadly tangle of deceit and mystery in rural herefordshire lies cover ups
danger and the unexplainable the pace is fast and plot twists await the reader around every corner
even sceptics will shudder publishers weekly black poles against the pale night like a site laid out for
a mass crucifixion a summer of oppressive heat in herefordshire s hop growing country where the
river flows as dark as beer a converted kiln is the scene of a savage murder when the local vicar
refuses to deal with its aftermath diocesan exorcist merrily watkins is sent out to a village with a
past as twisted as the hop bines which once enclosed it
A Crown of Lights 2011-08-01 single mother and diocesan exorcist merrily watkins must keep the
peace in rural hereford quelling a modern witch hunt and a killer with an old tradition to guard
ancient history violent deaths feuds intrigues and murder a most original sleuth the times when a
pagan couple buy a ruined church on the welsh border there s an extreme reaction from the local
fundamentalist priest is it a hate campaign or a nightmarish modern witch hunt merrily watkins is
sent in to keep the lid on the cauldron and uncovers the sinister dynamics of the isolated village of
old hindwell
Friends of the Dusk 2015-12-03 the discovery of centuries old human bones a haunted 12th
century house a medieval legend spawning a modern cult merrily must piece together a most
insidious mystery no one in the business deals with the spooky stuff better crime review uk she
dragged herself back up holding her scraped hands inside the sleeves of her parka like paws as she
came to her knees a sound like laughter was chopped up by the wind and the woman was back a
legend of the undead still seductive still deadly a storm unearths a medieval corpse in the old city of
hereford and the past returns to menace diocesan exorcist merrily watkins
The Fabric of Sin 2007-09-06 the master house close to the welsh border is medieval and slowly
falling into ruins now the house and its surrounding land have been sold to the duchy of cornwall but
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the duchy s plans to renovate the house and its outbuildings are frustrated when the specialist
builder refuses to work there this is a place he tells the prince s land steward that doesn t want to be
restored directed by the bishop of hereford to investigate deliverance consultant merrily watkins
discovers ancient connections between the house and the nearby church built by the knights
templar whose shadow still envelopes isolated garway hill and its scattered communities why did all
the local inns have astrological names what deep history lies behind the vicious feud between two
local families and what happened here to intimidate even the great edwardian ghost story writer m r
james when merrily learns that she and even her daughter jane are under surveillance by the
security services she s ready to quit but a sudden death changes everything and she returns to
garway to uncover fibres of fear and hatred stitched into history and now insidiously twisted in the
corridors and the cloisters of power
To Dream of the Dead 2011-12-22 a rainy night in the cathedral city of hereford a grisly murder is
linked by di francis bliss with the campaign to preserve an ancient ritual site and then bliss is
sidelined by his boss what s going on in the village of ledwardine merrily watkins stands between an
extreme fundamentalist christian and an atheist writer known as the devil s spin doctor tensions are
rising and so is the river soon ledwardine will be isolated by floods cut off with a killer inside a new
kind of killer for a cold new age
The Wine of Angels 2011-04-01 the merrily watkins series will have you hooked join merrily in her
chilling tales of murder mystery and intrigue the new vicar had never wanted a picture postcard
parish or a huge and haunted vicarage nor had she wanted to walk into a dispute over a
controversial play about a seventeenth century clergyman accused of witchcraft a story that certain
long established families would rather remained obscure but this is ledwardine steeped in cider and
secrets a paradise of cobbled streets and timber framed houses and also as merrily watkins and her
teenage daughter jane discover a village where horrific murder is a tradition that spans centuries
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few writers blend the ancient and supernatural with the modern and criminal better than rickman
guardian
Candlenight 2011-10-29 a supernatural thriller from the author of the chilling merrily watkins
mysteries for bethan a schoolteacher the old superstitions woven into the social fabric of her west
wales village are primitive and distasteful which is why she s pleased to welcome the sophisticated
newcomers london journalist giles freeman and his wife claire surely they ll let in some fresh air but
the freemans are keen to absorb this different culture a whole new way of life rejecting the advice of
an old colleague who warns them of a hard and bitter land where they ve always danced on the edge
of the abyss they soon learn that this community hides an ancient bloody and pagan secret one that
will haunt them forever a phil rickman standalone novel
The Chalice 2012-09-21 a standalone supernatural thriller from the author of the chilling merrily
watkins mysteries glastonbury legendary resting place of the holy grail is a mysterious and haunting
town but when plump dizzy diane ffitch returns home it s with a sense of deep unease and not only
about her aristocratic family s reaction to her broken engagement and her new age companions
plans for a new motorway have intensified the old bitterness between the local people and the
pilgrims so already the sacred air is soured and as the town becomes increasingly split by violence
and death diane local bookseller juanita carey and the writer joe powys must now face up to the
worst of all possibilities the existence of an anti grail the dark chalice a phil rickman standalone
novel
The Lamp of the Wicked a Merrily Watkins Mystery 2003 merrily watkins parish priest single mum
and deliverance consultant to the diocese of hereford heads for the malvern hills to investigate an
alleged paranormal dimension to a spate of road accidents in the sleepy village of wychehill merrily
is called in when two people are killed in a head on crash that is also linked to the revamped local
pub which it seems has injected the valley with a shattering strobing surge of inner city nightlife and
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drugs when a dealer is found savagely murdered below the great earthen hillfort of herefordshire
beacon police ask is it a ritual killing a gangland disposal or a cry of outrage as merrily and the police
follow separate paths towards the truth merrily s teenage daughter jane faces the consequences of
her own obsession with a possibly prehistoric site in their home village of ledwardine until on a night
of frenzied violence in a place at the centre of an ancient universal mystery the final shocking
connections are made
The Remains of An Altar 2007-09-06 when a man s body is discovered below a waterfall in the
picturesque town of hay on wye his death appears to be unnatural in every sense and merrily
watkins parish priest single mother and exorcist is drafted in to investigate
The Magus of Hay 2014 hereford s diocesan exorcist must encounter a legacy of evil within the
crumbling walls of an old hotel along with memories of murder merrily has become an ever more
engaging protagonist a passionate flawed modern women every bit as concerned with the intricacies
of crime as she is with demons that go bump in the night geoffrey wansell daily mail there were
certain phrases you could feel like fingers up your spine hattie chancery s room oh god a crumbling
hotel on the border of england and wales has long been linked with the possible origins of sir arthur
conan doyle s the hound of the baskervilles and his obsession with contacting the dead fascinating
for young jane watkins flushed with the freedom of her first weekend job but the sinister side soon
becomes apparent to her mother merrily diocesan exorcist for hereford then come memories of a
child who killed and blood in the fresh snow
The Prayer of the Night Shepherd 2012-02-01 a country divided a newly crowned desperately
vulnerable young queen can one man uncover the secret that will save her throne it is 1560 and
elizabeth tudor has been on the throne for a year dr john dee at 32 already acclaimed throughout
europe is her astrologer and consultant in the hidden arts a controversial appointment in these days
of superstition and religious strife when dangerous questions of elizabeth s legitimacy arise the mild
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bookish dee finds himself summoned before william cecil who tasks him with an important mission
along with robert dudley dee s daring friend and former student who is also rumored to be the queen
s secret lover dee must travel to the famously mystical town of glastonbury to find the missing bones
of king arthur once these long lost relics the embodiment of a legacy vitally important to the tudor
line are ensconced in london doubts as to the queen s supremacy as the rightful tudor heir will be
dispelled but the quest quickly turns deadly dee and dudley arrive in glastonbury to discover the
town mourning the gruesome execution of its abbot and more death soon follows at the old abbey
racing to uncover the secrets buried there dee finds himself caught in the tangled roots of english
magic unexpected violence the breathless stirring of first love and the cold heart of a complex plot
against elizabeth
The Bones of Avalon 2011-06-21 a thrilling collection starring the intriguing merrily watkins late
thirties single mum and diocesan exorcist the cure of souls when the local vicar refuses to help his
parishioners in the aftermath of a savage murder diocesan exorcist merrily watkins is sent in by the
bishop already involved in the case of a schoolgirl whose mother thinks she s possessed by evil
merrily is drawn into a deadly tangle of deceit as she uncovers the twisted secrets of the village s
past the lamp of the wicked a serial killer is on the loose in the small village of underhowle di francis
bliss is convinced he knows where the bodies are buried but merrily wonders if bliss isn t blinkered
by personal ambition and are the underhowle deaths really linked to some of the most sickening
killings in british history
Merrily Watkins collection 1: Midwinter of Spirit and Crown of Lights 2013-04-04 the diocesan
exorcist for hereford must reveal the haunting presence of susan lulham first rate crime with demons
that go bump in the night daily mail the angular modernist house was an unexpected bargain for zoe
and jonathan mahonie newcomers to the city of hereford and apparently unaware that the house s
pristine white interior walls had been coated with the lifeblood of a previous owner how is merrily
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watkins diocesan exorcist for hereford to know if zoe mahonie is lying or deluded when she claims
that the wrathful susan lulham is still in residence then comes another bloody death who is the real
killer a merrily watkins series novella
The House of Susan Lulham 2015-10-22 merrily watkins is the most singular of crime fiction
protagonists as ever rickman s supremely skillful at teasing out the menace that lies behind english
folk customs and legends and weaving them into a compelling contemporary narrative mail on
sunday in the dark heart of the countryside when aidan lloyd s bleak funeral is followed by a
nocturnal ritual in the fog it becomes all too clear that aidan son of a wealthy farmer will not be
resting in peace aidan s hidden history has reignited an old feud and a rural tradition begins to
display its sinister side it s already a fraught time for merrily watkins her future threatened by a
bishop committed to restricting her role as diocesan exorcist for hereford suddenly there are events
she can t talk about as she and her daughter jane find themselves potentially on the wrong side of
the law in the city of hereford di frannie bliss investigating a shooting must confront the apparent
growth of organised crime also contaminating the countryside on the welsh border the old ways are
at war with the modern world as the days shorten and the fog gives way to ice and snow a savage
killing draws merrily watkins into a conflict centred on one of britain s most famous medieval
churches its walls laden with ancient symbolism midwinter of the spirit televised last year to
worldwide critical acclaim was the first novel to reflect the reality of exorcism in modern britain all of
a winter s night is the 15th episode in this electrifying series
All of a Winter's Night 2017-01-05 tudor intrigue murder and the dark arts the second in an
acclaimed historical series starring dr john dee all talk is of the end time and the dead are rising at
the end of the sunless summer of 1560 black rumour shrouds the death of the one woman who
stands between lord robert dudley and marriage to the young queen elizabeth did dudley s wife amy
die from an accidental fall in a deserted house or was it murder even dr john dee astrologer royal
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adviser on the hidden and one of dudley s oldest friends is uncertain then a rash promise to the
queen sends him to his family s old home on the welsh border in pursuit of the wigmore shewstone a
crystal credited with supernatural properties with dee goes robert dudley considered the most hated
man in england they travel with a london judge sent to try a sinister welsh brigand with a legacy
dating back to the battle of brynglas after the battle many of the english bodies were according to
legend obscenely mutilated now on the same haunted hill another dead man has been found
similarly slashed devious politics small town corruption twisted religion and a brooding superstition
leave john dee isolated in the land of his father
The Heresy of Dr Dee 2012-11-01 the prayer of the night shepherd a crumbling hotel on the
border of england and wales a suggestion of inherited evil a strange love affair and the long disputed
origins of sir arthur conan doyle s the hound of the baskervilles young jane watkins is fascinated but
her mother merrily diocesan exorcist can soon see the sinister side especially when blood appears in
the fresh snow the smile of a ghost in the affluent historic town of ludlow a teenage boy dies in a fall
from the castle ruins accident or suicide and why does the boy s uncle turn to exoricist merrily
watkins merrily must work fast as the death toll rises but there is a dangerous obsession lurking in
these shadowed medieval streets
Merrily Watkins collection 3: Prayer of the Night Shepherd and Smile of a Ghost 2013-08-01 the cure
of souls when the local vicar refuses to help his parishioners in the aftermath of a savage murder
diocesan exorcist merrily watkins is sent in by the bishop already involved in the case of a schoolgirl
whose mother thinks she s possessed by evil merrily is drawn into a deadly tangle of deceit as she
uncovers the twisted secrets of the village s past the lamp of the wicked a serial killer is on the loose
in the small village of underhowle di francis bliss is convinced he knows where the bodies are buried
but merrily wonders if bliss isn t blinkered by personal ambition and are the underhowle deaths
really linked to some of the most sickening killings in british history
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Merrily Watkins collection 2: Cure of Souls and Lamp of the Wicked 2013-06-06 selected by a poll of
more than 180 gothic specialists creative writers professors critics and gothic studies program
developers at universities the fifty three original works discussed in 21st century gothic represent
the most impressive gothic novels written around the world between 2000 2010 the essays in this
volume discuss the merits of these novels highlighting the influences and key components that make
them worthy of inclusion many of the pioneer voices of gothic studies as well as other key critics of
the field have all contributed new essays to this volume including david punter jerrold hogle karen f
stein marie mulvey roberts mary ellen snodgrass tony magistrale don d ammassa mavis haut walter
rankin james doig laurence a rickels douglass h thomson sue zlosnik carol margaret davision ruth
bienstock anolik glennis byron judith wilt bernice murphy darrell schweitzer and june pulliam the
guide includes a preface by one of the world s leading authorities on the weird and fantastic s t joshi
sharing their knowledge of how traditional gothic elements and tensions surface in a changed way
within a contemporary novel the contributors enhance the reader s dark enjoyment emotional
involvement and appreciation of these works these essays show not only how each of these novels
are gothic but also how they advance or change gothicism making the works both irresistible for
readers and establishing their place in the gothic canon
21st-Century Gothic 2010-12-29 the rough guide to crime fiction takes the reader on a guided tour
of the mean streets and blind corners that make up the world s most popular literary genre the
insider s book recommends over 200 classic crime novels from masterminds raymond chandler and
patricia highsmith to modern hotshots james elroy and patricia cornwall you ll investigate gumshoes
spies spooks serial killers forensic females prying priests and patsies from the past present and
future complete with extra information on what to read next all movie adaptions and illustrated
throughout with photos and diagrams all the evidence that counts
The Rough Guide to Crime Fiction 2007-07-16 the path of the blue raven is the story of a struggling
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man who all his life has wrestled with questions searched for meaning and discovered it in
unexpected places although representing the beginning of a new adventure in one man s life this
book is not just his story for it also offers a beautiful and breath taking collection of real life stories of
others who walked a similar path and have found great healing and blessing through nature based
spirituality to many cultures the raven was and is a symbol of initiation into a new path in sharing his
own journey the author introduces readers to a world of like minded people who have stepped off
the mainstream path onto the path of personal magic as the ex catholic monk thomas moore says
the soul has an absolute unforgiving need for regular excursions into enchantment it requires them
like the body needs food and the mind needs thought this book offers pilgrims of any path a way
back to the rich and deep inner magic of childhood dreams
Merrily's Border 2013 for 2014 oxfam and profile have turned to crime in order to raise a further
200 000 for oxfam s work oxcrimes is introduced by ian rankin and has been curated by peter
florence director of hay festival where it will be launched in may the stellar cast of contributors will
include mark billingham alexander mccall smith anthony horowitz val mcdermid peter james adrian
mckinty denise mina louise welsh and a host of other compelling suspects profile have raised more
than a quarter of a million pounds for oxfam by publishing oxtales 2009 and oxtravels
9781846684968 2011
Crybbe Big Book 2013-06-29 what makes you happy others share how they found their passion
purpose and joy in life in these 101 personal and exciting stories that are sure to inspire and
encourage readers to find their own happiness chicken soup for the soul find your happiness will
encourage readers to pursue their dreams find their passion and seek joy in their life with its 101
personal and inspiring stories this book continues chicken soup for the soul s focus on inspiration and
hope reminding us that we all can find our own happiness
The Path of the Blue Raven 2014-05-15 a vivid cast of characters endless intrigue and all the fun
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of a golden age mystery await you at kilfenora house catherine ryan howard witty twisty and
featuring my favourite antiheroine in a long time alex marwood murder is easy when it doesn t look
like murder tess morgan has finally made her dream of restoring beautiful kilfenora house and
gardens into a reality but during rehearsals for the play that forms the opening weekend s flagship
event her dream turns into a nightmare when a devastating accident looks set to ruin her carefully
laid plans there are rumours that kilfenora house is cursed but this feels personal and becomes
increasingly terrifying when more than one body is discovered could someone be closing in on tess
herself clarissa westmacott ex star of stage and screen certainly believes so particularly when she
learns that purple flowered aconite has been picked from the poison garden and clarissa will stop at
nothing to protect the friend she has come to see as a daughter
OxCrimes 2011-10-25 gruselig rickman war noch nie so gut daily mail ein reicher landwirt wird in
ledwardine auf seinem eigenen hof grausam abgeschlachtet die geburtsstunde von das land wehrt
sich einer rechten bewegung welche alles Übel auf dem nicht mehr idyllischen lande den vielen
osteuropäischen landarbeitern anlastet wenig später findet man zwei junge frauen tot auf einem
parkplatz sie kamen aus rumänien zufall merrily watkins stolpert über diese fälle als sie einem
priesterkollegen nachforscht der kurz vor seinem rätselhaften ableben ein beunruhigendes interesse
an exorzismus entwickelte die spuren weisen in die vergangenheit in die der toten aber auch viel viel
weiter zurück bis in die zeiten als sich römer und kelten in der region schlachten lieferten und der
blutige mithras kult seine opfer forderte Äußerst originell und durchgehend faszinierend ein
packender und nachdenklich machender pageturner guardian
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Find Your Happiness 2008 elizabeth s reign is reaching its winter and
england s old adversaries are fading but in a world on the brink of change showing any weakness
can be fatal 1598 nicholas shelby unorthodox physician and reluctant spy for robert cecil has
brought his wife bianca and their child home from exile in padua welcome at court his star is in the
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ascendancy but he has returned to a dangerous world two old enemies are approaching their final
reckoning england and spain are exhausted by war in london elizabeth is entering the twilight of her
reign in madrid king philip of spain is dying perhaps now is the time for one last throw of the dice
elizabeth has seen off more than one spanish attempt at invasion but still she is not safe in ireland
rebellion against her rule is raging and if spain can take ireland england will be more vulnerable than
ever when england s greatest living poet edmund spenser sends robert cecil an enigmatic and
mysterious plea for help from his irish fastness cecil dispatches nicholas to investigate soon he and
bianca find themselves caught up not just in bloody rebellion but in the lethal power play between
cecil and the one man elizabeth believes can restore ireland to her the unpredictable robert
devereux earl of essex
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